2 SUMMARY 21 1. Ecosystem-based management requires predictive models of ecosystem dynamics. There 22 are typically insufficient empirical data available to parameterise these complex models, 23 and so decision-makers commonly rely on beliefs elicited from experts. However, such 24 expert beliefs are necessarily limited because (1) only a small proportion of ecosystem 25 components and dynamics have been observed; (2) uncertainty about ecosystem 26 dynamics can result in contradictory expert judgements; and; (3) elicitation time and 27 resources are limited. 28 2. We use an ensemble of dynamic ecosystem models to extrapolate a limited set of stated 29 expert beliefs into a wider range of revealed beliefs about how the ecosystem will respond 30 to perturbations and management. Importantly, the method captures the expert 31 uncertainty and propagates it through to predictions. We demonstrate this process and its 32 potential value by applying it to the conservation of the threatened malleefowl (Leipoa 33 ocellata) in the Murray mallee ecosystems of southern Australia. 34 3. In two workshops, we asked experts to construct a qualitative ecosystem interaction 35 network and to describe their beliefs about how the ecosystem will respond to particular 36 perturbations. We used this information to constrain an ensemble of 10 9 community 37 models, leaving a subset that could reproduce stated expert beliefs. We then interrogated 38 this ensemble of models to reveal experts' implicit beliefs about management scenarios 39 that were not a part of the initial elicitation exercises. Ecological management relies heavily on expert beliefs (Kuhnert et al. 2010; Burgman et al. 47 2011; Martin et al. 2012) . Ecological systems are incredibly complex, with thousands of 48 species interacting across space and time (Turchin 2003) , and the time and resources 49 available to study them are severely constrained. As a consequence, ecological communities 50 and their dynamics are poorly understood (Lawton 1999; Kuhnert et al. 2010) . Conservation 51 managers nevertheless need to respond to multiple threats, often before experimental or 52 observational evidence can be systematically collected. Expert beliefs allow managers to 53 rapidly assess which management problems are most important, and which actions will best 54 mitigate their effects (Kuhnert et al. 2010; Martin et al. 2012) . 55 Unfortunately, while expert beliefs can offer decision-makers timely information, they have 56 two key limitations. First, expert beliefs are incomplete, in the sense that they do not 57 systematically describe all the components and dynamics of an ecosystem. Experts have 58 generally only observed a small subset of possible dynamics and by definition cannot have 59 observed novel circumstances (e.g., responses to untested management interventions). 60 Second, expert beliefs are always uncertain. While structured elicitation methods can reduce 61 the magnitude of uncertainty, uncertain beliefs about system dynamics are inevitable 62 (Kuhnert et al. 2010; Martin et al. 2012; Wintle et al. 2013) . We stress that these factors are 63 not exclusive to elicited expert beliefs, but they do limit the utility of expert opinion for 64 conservation decision-making. Furthermore, because elicitation is time-consuming and expert 65 experience is limited, the solution is not simply to elicit more information (Kuhnert et al. can determine the consequences of conservation actions (Raymond et al. 2010) . As the 74 components of an ecosystem being considered (its biotic and abiotic factors) increase in 75 number, the number of ecosystem interactions and processes that need to be understood 76 increase nonlinearly. We therefore need a method that can rapidly predict a wide range of 77 ecosystem dynamics on the basis of uncertain and incomplete expert beliefs. This is the 78 primary goal of this paper. 79 At the centre of this method will be an ecosystem model. Most ecosystems can be readily 80 described by a network of interactions among ecosystem elements (Pimm et al. 1991) . These 81 qualitative models describe direct relationships between important ecosystem components 82 (species, or environmental & anthropogenic drivers) using cause-and-effect connections, but 83 without specifying the magnitude or functional form of the relationship (Levins 1974) . A 84 single qualitative network can therefore be represented by a very large set of quantitative 85 community models. Rather than choose any particular model in this set (e.g., the best-fit to 86 known data), we represent the interaction network by a very large ensemble of models. Most 87 importantly, we ensure that each model in this ensemble can recreate any stated beliefs that 88 we have been able to elicit from experts. The resulting model ensemble can be used to make 89 predictions about any aspect of ecosystem dynamics, in response to any modelled 90 perturbation or management action. 91 We describe and demonstrate this approach for the management of the malleefowl Leipoa 92 ocellata (Gould 1840), a threatened bird species from Australia's semi-arid and arid zones 93 that has experienced a substantial decline over the last two decades, but for uncertain reasons 94 (Benshemesh 2007; Benshemesh et al. 2007) . We undertook two workshops to elicit stated 95 5 expert beliefs about the structure and dynamics of mallee ecosystems from a suite of relevant 96 experts. Our method translates these limited and uncertain stated beliefs into a large 97 ensemble of predictive, quantitative ecosystem models. This model ensemble can then be 98 manipulated to answer new questions. The results of these simulations reveal expert beliefs 99 about ecosystem dynamics that are not explicitly stated during the elicitation process. These populations have a positive effect on dingoes through predation, but a potentially negative 123 effect through damage to vegetated habitat, we only included the direct positive interaction, 124 and allowed the model to incorporate the negative effect via links from rabbits to vegetation, 125 and from vegetation to dingoes (Baker et al. 2016a) . We incorporated structural uncertainty 126 by allowing the experts to define relationships that they believed existed, but were of 127 unknown sign (i.e., they could be either positive or negative), or that they were unsure existed 128 but would be certain of the sign if they did (i.e., they could be zero or positive). A full 129 description of the workshop and the results can be found in Supplementary Information 1. 130 The second workshop elicited uncertain information from participants that could be used to 131 constrain the predictions of the qualitative interaction network. In 14 different scenarios, an 132 abiotic or anthropogenic driver from the qualitative model changed by a particular magnitude 133 (e.g., rainfall decreased by 75% for one year), following approximately 10 years of relatively 134 constant ecosystem conditions. We explained that this period of unchanging conditions was to 135 ensure that any large prior perturbations (e.g., a recent fire) were no longer playing a large 136 role in the ecosystem dynamics. Experts were asked to quantitatively describe how a different 137 ecosystem component would respond over the next 5 years, a length of time considered long 138 enough to reveal dynamics over the short-to medium-term. The participants submitted their 139 answers by drawing "envelopes" on a timeseries graph that described their belief and 140 uncertainty about the response (Figure 1 ). While participants were encouraged to draw 141 envelopes for all scenarios, they were free to not answer questions they felt were beyond 142 their experience or intuition. A full description can be found in Supplementary Information 2. estimates (Rowe & Wright 1999) . We chose to elicit information from experts independently, 146 in a single round. This allowed us to maximise the number of scenarios we could consider in 147 one workshop, since we are primarily interested in the process of extrapolating from a range 148 of stated beliefs, rather than eliciting the most accurate information. Gårdmark et al. 2013; Bode et al. 2015; Hunter et al. 2015) , which applies the approach to 158 models of ecosystems. Following our two workshops we generated an ensemble of models 159 whose structure matched the beliefs of the first expert workshop, and whose 160 parameterisations were consistent with expert beliefs (see Supplementary Figure S1 for a 161 schematic overview of the process). 162 For EEM, we define a large ensemble of models with a given qualitative structure (in our case, 163 the interaction network identified in our first workshop). We use a system of Lotka-Volterra affected by any other components of the ecosystem ( = 0 for ≠ ). Its intensity is 176 therefore defined by its stable equilibrium value, determined by the ratio of and . 177 We construct an ensemble of 10 9 different models by choosing random values for growth 178 rates and interaction terms. Growth rates are chosen at random from an inverse distribution 179 (i.e., 1/( + 1) ~ (0,1)), allowing them to take any positive value. inbreeding. We assumed that these two factors act to reduce population growth rates, 259 generally through increased mortality (Keller 2002) . Although it is not clear how these threats 260 would be addressed by managers, we assume that the benefit of managing disease and 261 inbreeding will increase the population growth rate by 10%. In each case, we use EEM to 262 simulate the range of consequences for malleefowl abundance. We note, however, that the 263 results will reflect the above assumptions about management effectiveness, which are only 264 based on a limited literature survey, and will vary with location and management actors.
265

RESULTS
266
The first workshop generated three different interaction networks that connected similar 267 ecosystem components in slightly different configurations ( Supplementary Information 1) . For 268 12 the analyses that follow, we analyse the network produced by the first expert group (Figure   269 2). This network connects 14 ecosystem components with 80 direct interactions (in the 270 matrix, we ignore intraspecific interactions and only consider off-diagonal elements). While 271 this creates a complex interaction network (Figure 2b) , it is fewer than half of the 182 272 possible direct connections, and the dynamics of many components are therefore only 273 indirectly coupled. The majority (65%) of these direct interactions were qualitatively certain 274 (either definitely positive or definitely negative), with the remainder being either of uncertain 275 existence but known sign (28.8%), or of unknown existence and sign (6.2%). 276 In the second workshop, we were able to elicit 62 beliefs from 13 experts about 14 ecosystem 277 perturbation scenarios (Supplementary Figure S6) . Every scenario received between 2 and 7 278 different expert beliefs. The average expert was not able or willing to describe their beliefs 279 about most scenarios, or did not have sufficient time (34% of 182 potential beliefs were 280 elicited). While opinions about some scenarios were quite consistent (e.g., all experts believe 281 that cat abundance will increase during fox baiting), others differed markedly (e.g., fox 282 abundance could increase or decrease during overgrazing). 283 On the basis of the network structure, the viability constraint and the elicited envelopes, we 284 were able to reduce the original set of 10 9 LV models down to a ensemble of approximately 285 10 5 models. The substantial constraints offered by the experts' beliefs (to <0.01%) were magnitude of the changes also varies by more than an order of magnitude (e.g., some models 307 predict a 10% increase in abundance, some predict a 100% increase). 308 Despite this variability, the first set of analyses shows that constraining the model ensemble 309 with expert opinions reveals additional and informative expert beliefs. Figure 3 shows the 310 change in malleefowl abundance that would result from an increase in dingo abundance; an 311 increase in cat abundance; and increased malleefowl immigration. The grey envelopes show 312 that the set of viable models is incredibly variable before they are constrained by the stated 313 expert beliefs. This is even true when, as is the case for increased immigration (Figure 3c ), the 314 changes have a direct and positive impact on the malleefowl population. The blue envelopes 315 show the revealed expert opinions, which are much narrower than the original set of possible 316 trajectories. An increase in dingoes to the ecosystem will have an uncertain effect on 317 malleefowl abundances, ranging from a decrease of 20% to an increase of 30% (Figure 3a) . 318 This range of revealed expert beliefs matches the uncertainty surrounding the effect of top-319 14 predators on prey species in the literature, particularly in Australia's semi-arid rangelands 320 (Allen et al. 2013) . Our other revealed expert beliefs show more confidence in the effects of 321 ecosystem perturbations: if cat populations increase, malleefowl will most likely decline (a 0-322 15% decrease; Figure 3b ); if malleefowl immigration increases, malleefowl populations will 323 also experience a small increase (0-20%; Figure 3c ). 324 Our second set of analyses uses EEM to calculate experts' revealed beliefs about the benefits 325 of management actions that affect each NRP threat (Figure 4) . beliefs to be elicited at minimal cost, and therefore reduces burden on experts. It translated 343 expert beliefs into a quantitative tool that we used to rapidly estimate the expected benefit 344 15 and uncertainty of actions aimed at mitigating each threat. The total cost of the two 345 workshops required to do this was approximately $10,000 (2015 Australian dollars). 346 The EEM process is computationally demanding but conceptually straightforward, and it 347 offers decision-makers three primary benefits. First, EEM reveals a much broader range of predictions about ecosystem dynamics and management actions. We expect that such 377 predictions will be uncertain, and accept that they will often be ambiguous (e.g., Figure 4 ). 378 Our analyses demonstrate that an EEM approach, constrained by a reasonable number of Even when constrained by the expert-elicited timeseries, the forecasts made by our model 391 ensemble are enormously variable, to the point of being qualitatively uncertain (Figure 3, 4) . 392 This variation is partly the result of over-fitting -we are estimating 108 free parameters 393 using timeseries data on 14 perturbations -but this does not necessarily mean that our 394 models are too complicated. The interaction network is complex (Figure 2) , and so our models 395 must also be complex if they aim to offer a fulsome mechanistic explanation of how ecosystem 396 structure drives dynamics. Explicitly modelling the complexity of the interaction network is 397 valuable for two reasons. First, management outcomes are often heavily affected by indirect 398 interactions with the broader network (Raymond et al. 2010; Dexter et al. 2012; Buckley & 399 Han 2014). Our ensemble offers a range of models that reproduce the stated expert beliefs, 400 but offer competing hypotheses about which direct and indirect interactions produced them 401 (Supplementary Figure S3) • The varying amount of uncertainty in different future predictions (Figure 3 & 4) , and 414 model parameters ( Supplementary Figure S2 & S3) modelling was adopted in meteorology precisely because it reduces inaccuracies caused by 443 sub-grid-scale stochasticity and unmeasured variation in initial conditions (Leith 1974) . We predictions concern short-term and small-magnitude perturbations (computational QM). to prediction can be found in reviews of these fields, as can a range of extensions that will add 461 strength and robustness to our approach. 462 Resource and time constraints force conservation science to make important management 463 decisions on the basis of limited information. Expert beliefs provide essential guidance in the 464 face of such logistical constraints, but the elicited information is limited and uncertain. 465 Conservation is also increasingly focused on making decisions that consider the highly 466 interconnected nature of ecosystems, and the indirect and counter-intuitive dynamics that 467 these connections create. Ecologists can construct interaction networks that outline such 468 dynamics, but these cannot make the necessary quantitative predictions. Ensemble Ecosystem
469
Modelling offers one solution to both these problems. By merging expert beliefs and 470 20 qualitative modelling, EEM can systematically extrapolate a limited number of stated expert 471 beliefs into a broader range of revealed implicit beliefs. Not only does this make expert-472 supported decisions more efficient and quantitative, it also provides a framework for 473 extending them into unobserved future scenarios and untested management actions. The 474 method therefore allows management options to be quickly and defensibly prioritised, and 475 does so using a framework that explicitly takes ecosystem interactions and indirect effects 476 into account. EEM therefore helps to address three key obstacles to effective conservation 477 action: complex ecosystem interactions, limited information, and limited resources. 
